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Ohno Risako

Ohno Risako is an NPC controlled by GM kim. Her current cover identity is delilah_lupoli. She first
appeared in ISC Lindorm 1.0: Glistening Scales of a Radiant Serpent.

Ohno Risako

Species & Gender Nekovalkyrja, Type 33A
Date of Birth 17日 9月 ye 25

Organization: star army of yamatai; Star Army Intelligence
Occupation: Star Army Intelligence Operative

Rank: Ittô Heisho 
Current Placement:

Character Description

Risako is a Star Army Intelligence undercover operative that is only rarely in her own skin, as it were. Her
appearance has changed much over the years of her service to the star army of yamatai. Her original
appearance was an average pnugen_corporation created NH-17T for the Grand Star Army's Star Army
Intelligence with a height of 160cm (5' 3“) tall and weight of 45kg (99lbs) with red hair, pink skin and
with a horn protruding from her forehead. Her body has changed several times over the years along with
her body's abilities.
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First Appearance in ISC Lindorm 1.0: Glistening Scales of a Radiant Serpent
“It's a safe to not trust anyone in our business,” one of the other men leaning beside the shed finally
spoke. He too was smoking a cigarette, the red ember of his butt cast an orange glow over his pale skin.
He looked to be of average build, only standing a few inches below an even 6 feet tall, he also looked
distinctly Nepleslian with his muddy red hair, piercing green eyes and metallic hand that peeked from
beneath his jacket sleeve. He had the look of a farm boy with his flannel shift peeking from behind an
open black jacket over denim and heavy black boots. “But it's damn good to be off that rock and finally
have a smoke. I think that was the worst part of this whole process was quitting.” He blew a smoke ring
and held the stick between his fingers for a moment. “Under what rock did that… Hachi lady drag y'all
from under?”

“Or would it be more appropriate to say, where did she scrape you off her boot at?” His gaze drifted to
the darker skinned man and the pale brunette that seemed to just be waiting patiently for their Captain
to arrive. “Risako, by the way.” He idly waved his hand but did not move closer to Fonz or Emilio. Nor
had he accepted the yogurt from Fonz. “Hard to tell that lady, no… all those curves and a fuck load of
rope to hang you with. Send ya to the gallows, grinning, that one… Ma warned me about women like
her.”

Default Appearance

In the rare times that she is herself, her appearance is that of a youthful young woman with a slender,
attractively and balance proportioned build.

Height: 180 centimeters (5'11”)
weight: 55kg (121 lbs)
Eyes: purple eyes
Hair: mid-back length, wavy light brown hair
Skin: medium skin
Bust: 32 C
Measurements: 35-24-36

Personality

Risako's actual personality is narcissistic and self-absorbed. She enjoys becoming someone else and
acting out different roles. It is exhilarating for her to be on an undercover mission. She enjoys taking risks
and is an active thrill seeker when she can get away with it.

History & Relationships

Created on the day in ye 25 that ketsurui chiharu was killed over Ralfaris at the end of the
fourth_elysian_war by pnugen_corporation as a NH-17T for the Grand Star Army's Star Army Intelligence.
She has been involved in many operations over the years as a clandestine agent.

In YE 39, She was selected to assist kitsune hachimitsu as one of the handlers for Operation Radiant
Serpent as the medic on the isc_lindorm. For the preliminary briefing and training sessions, she favored a
male appearance but switched to a female body for the actual execution of the Operation.
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OOC Notes

This NPC was created by kim on 2018/01/15 20:05.

In the case Kim becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? Yes
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